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Fill in the blanks : 

1. We must always walk on the ________________________________. 

2. Children should never ______________________on the road. 

3. The road must be crossed at the _______________________ crossing . 

4. People should stand in a ________________________ on the bus stand. 

5. We must not run up or down the ___________________________. 

6. A________________________ is a means of land transport. 

7. ____________________________ are means of water transport. 

8. An____________________________ is the fastest means of transport. 

9. The____________________________ seasons comes just before summer. 

10. We feel cold in the _____________________________ season. 

11. We wear raincoats in the ___________________________ season.  

12. Trees shed their leaves in the _______________________  season. 

13. The shortest day of the year is ________________________. 

14. The earth is made up of _______________________ and water. 

15. Big seas are called ______________________________. 

16. ____________________________ breaks down into sand and soil. 

17. Man has made many ____________________________ on the earth . 

18. We should make an effort to ______________________ the earth. 

 



WRITE TRUE OR FALSE  

1. We should cross the road at the zebra crossing ( ________________) 

2. We must always touched the electric wires with wet hands(__________) 

3. Aeroplane was invented by Wilber and Orville Wright (________________) 

4. Aeroplane  and helicopter are water transport (___________________) 

5. A day begins with sunsets    (__________________) 

6. A leap year has 366 days      (_________________) 

7. The shortest day of the year is 21st  December. (__________________) 

8. The sun sets in the east     (__________________) 

9. The sun rises in the east     (_________________) 

10. Directions facing each other are called opposite direction( _____________) 

11. Wood of the willow tree is used for making cricket bats.(_____________) 

12. Tulsi leaves are used for treating cough and cold  (_______________) 

13. Bee gives us wax and honey     (________________) 

14. Meat of goat is called mutton    (_______________) 

15. About three –fourth of earth is covered with land (______________) 

16. Big seas are called rivers     (______________) 

17. If you stands facing the sun,  

The direction that is in front of you is  East.  (______________) 

 The direction that is behind you is   West   ( _____________). 

 The direction that is on your left is South  (______________). 

 The direction that is on your right is  North   ( _____________). 

NOTE: ANY OTHER  SENTENCE CAN BE GIVEN FROM THE TEXT BOOK SO READ 

THE LESSON THROUGHLY. 



MATCH  THE FOLLOWING 

LESSON -17 

1. Do not play     - for swim  ( ) 

2. Never lean out of the   - with sharp things ( ) 

3. cross the road    - window of the bus ( ) 

4. Never go alone   - at zebra crossing  ( ) 

5. Never stand    - safety rules  ( ) 

6. We should follow    - on the foot board of the bus ( ) 

 

Lesson – 18  &  19. 

 

1. Car, Bus     - Air transport  ( ) 

2. Boat, Ship     -Orville Wright, Wilbur wright ( ) 

3. Helicopter, Aeroplane  - Run by animals   ( ) 

4. Wright brothers    - Water transport  ( ) 

5. Tonga, Bullock cart  - Aeroplane   ( ) 

6. Fastest means of Transport - Land transport  ( ) 

7. Sun rises     - West    ( ) 

8. Sun sets    - East  

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson -21 

1. Summer Season   - Trees shed their leaves (  ) 

2. Rainy Season   - 21st December  ( ) 

3. Winter Season  - use fans, coolers and ac ( ) 

4. The shortest day   - use rain coat, umbrella  ( ) 

5. Autumn season   - neither hot nor cold ( ) 

6. The longest day   - 23rd June    ( ) 

7. Spring season   - use room heaters, woollenclothes( ) 

 

 

Lesson -23 

1. perfumes   - coconut, mustard   ( ) 

2. colves& cumin   - purifies air   ( ) 

3. Medicinal plants  - Rubber tree    ( ) 

4. Gunny bags/ ropes  - Willow trees   ( ) 

5. Cricket Bats   - Jute plant    ( ) 

6. oxygen   - are spices   ( ) 

7. we get oil from   -  Marigold, Jasmine   ( ) 

8. latex is obtained from  - penicillin, quinine  ( ) 

 

Read the lesson throughly  fortrue and false, choose the correct answer, match 

the following . 

Any pictures can be given as identify  the pictures and write the names. 

 

 



Lesson : 25 

1. Cow and goat   - Silk worms    ( ) 

2. Hen and duck   - are made of leathers  ( ) 

3. Tie and scarf is made of  - honey and wax  ( ) 

4. Bees gives    - plough fields  ( ) 

5. Oxen     - gives us milk   ( ) 

6. Belt and purse   - animals    ( ) 

7. Do not tease   - gives us eggs  ( ) 

 

Lesson : 26 

 

1. Factory  is   - water body    ( ) 

2. stream is    - man – made changes  ( ) 

3. Big seas are    - a water body  ( ) 

4. Valleys, Hills   - round in shape  ( ) 

5. Earth is    - called Oceans  ( ) 

 

NOTE 

Learn symbols, road signs from text book page no 76-77. 

Text book page no 78 exercise –C  

Text book page no 85 exercise – iv 

Text book  page no 108 exercise B 

Text book page no 114 – exercise C 

 



A. A traffic light  ( lesson :17) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Name the four main directions (lesson : 19) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C. Draw and colour : A sail boat  ( lesson : 18) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Write the names of the land forms  (lesson : 26) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

E. Draw a  lake  ( lesson : 26) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


